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Abstract. This paper presents KOOL, a concurrent, dynamic, objectoriented language defined in rewriting logic. KOOL has been designed as
an experimental language, with a focus on making the language easy to
extend. This is done by taking advantage of the flexibility provided by
rewriting logic, which allows for the rapid prototyping of new language
features. An example of this process is illustrated by sketching the addition of synchronized methods. KOOL also provides support for program
analysis through language extensions and the underlying capabilities of
rewriting logic. This support is illustrated with several examples.
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1

Introduction

Language design is both an art and a science. Along with formal tools and
notations to address the science, it is important to have good support for the
“art”: tools that allow the rapid prototyping of language features, allowing new
features to be quickly developed, tested, and refined (or discarded). Rewriting
logic, briefly introduced in Section 2, provides a good environment for addressing
both the art and the science: formal tools for specifying language semantics and
analyzing programs, plus a flexible environment for adding new features that
automatically provides language interpreters. As an example of the capabilities
of this model of language design, we have created KOOL, a concurrent, dynamic, object-oriented language built using rewriting logic. The KOOL language
and environment are described in 3; since KOOL is focused on language experimentation, Section 4 illustrates this by sketching the addition of synchronized
methods, a concurrency-related feature borrowed from the Java language [7].
KOOL also inherits support for analysis from rewriting logic, which has been
enhanced with language constructs and runtime support. This is explored in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes, summarizing and discussing some related work.
?
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A sister paper [10] presents more detailed information about formal analysis of
KOOL programs, including a detailed look at how design decisions in rewriting
logic definitions of object oriented languages impact analysis performance.

2

Rewriting Logic

Rewriting logic [12–15] is a computational logic built upon equational logic which
provides support for concurrency. In equational logic, a number of sorts (types)
and equations are defined. The equations specify which terms are considered to
be equal. All equal terms can then be seen as members of the same equivalence
class of terms, a concept similar to that from the λ calculus with equivalence
classes based on α and β equivalence. Rewriting logic provides rules in addition
to equations, used to transition between equivalence classes of terms. This allows
for concurrency, where different orders of evaluation could lead to non-equivalent
results, such as in the case of data races. The distinction between rules and equations is crucial for analysis, since terms which are equal according to equational
deduction can all be collapsed into the same analysis state. Rewriting logic is
connected to term rewriting in that all the equations and rules of rewriting logic,
of the form l = r and l ⇒ r, respectively, can be transformed into term rewriting
rules by orienting them properly (necessary because equations can be used for
deduction in either direction), transforming both into l → r. This provides a
means of taking a definition in rewriting logic and using it to “execute” a term
using standard term rewriting techniques.

3

KOOL

KOOL is a concurrent, dynamic, object-oriented language, loosely inspired by,
but not identical to, the Smalltalk language [6]. KOOL includes support for standard imperative features, such as assignment, conditionals, and loops with break
and continue. KOOL also includes support for many familiar object-oriented features: all values are objects; all operations are carried out via message sends;
message sends use dynamic dispatch; single inheritance is used, with a designated root class named Object; methods are all public, while fields are all private outside of the owning object; and scoping is static, yet declaration order for
classes and methods is unimportant. KOOL allows for the run-time inspection of
object types via a typecase construct, and includes support for exceptions with
a standard try/catch mechanism.
3.1

KOOL Syntax

The syntax of KOOL is shown in Figure 1. The lexical definitions of literals
are not included in the figure to limit clutter, but are standard (for instance,
booleans include both true and false, strings are surrounded with double quotes,
etc). Most message sends are specified in a Java-like syntax; those representing
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∗

Program

P ::=

C

Class

C ::=

class X is D

E

+

∗

M

Decl

D ::=

var {X,}

Method

M ::=

method X is D

Expression

E ::=

3

∗

0

end | class X extends X is D

∗

M

∗

end

;
∗

0

S end | method X ({X ,}

+

) is D

∗

S end
+

X | I | F | B | Ch | Str | (E) | new X | new X ({E,} ) |
0

?

+

self | E Xop E | E.X(()) | E.X({E,} ) | super() |
?

+

+

+

super.X(()) | super.X({E,} ) | super({E,} ) | primInvoke({E,} )
Statement

S ::=

0

E <- E ; | begin D

∗

0 ?

S end | if E then S (else S ) fi |

try S catch X S end | throw E ; | while E do S od |
0

for X <- E to E do S od | break; | continue; |
?

0

return (E) ; | S S | E; | assert E; | X: | spawn E ; |
acquire E ; | release E ; | typecase E of Cs
Case

Cs ::=

+

?

(else S) end

case X of S

X ∈ Name, I ∈ Integer, F ∈ Float, B ∈ Boolean, Ch ∈ Char, Str ∈ String, Xop ∈ Operator Names

Fig. 1. KOOL Syntax

binary operations can also be used infix (a + b desugars to a.+(b)), with these
infix usages all having the same precedence and associativity. Finally, semicolons
are used as statement terminators, not separators, and are only needed where
the end of a statement may be ambiguous – at the end of an assignment, for
instance, or at the end of each statement inside a branch of a conditional, but
not at the end of the conditional itself, which ends with fi.
To get a feel for the lanclass Point is
guage, two sample class definivar x,y;
tions are presented in Figure 2.
method Point(inx, iny) is
These definitions provide a simx <- inx; y <- iny;
ple example of inheritance and
end
calls to super-methods using a
method toString is
familiar Point/ColorPoint exreturn ("x = " + x.toString() + " and y = "
+ y.toString());
ample. Class Point represents a
end
point in 2D space, with x and y
end
coordinates, and implicitly inherclass ColorPoint extends Point is
its from (extends) class Object.
var c;
Class ColorPoint explicitly exmethod ColorPoint(inx, iny, inc) is
tends class Point, adding a new
super(inx,iny); c <- inc;
end
variable c to represent the color
of the point. The constructor for
method toString is
return (super.toString() + " and c = "
ColorPoint calls its parent con+ c.toString());
structor, passing the x and y coend
end
ordinates, while the version of
toString defined in ColorPoint
also uses super, here to in- Fig. 2. Inheritance and Built-ins in KOOL
voke the parent version of the
toString method. + is defined in the String class as string concatenation.
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t
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Name

Nat

lstack

ExceptionStack

LoopStack

Fig. 3. KOOL State Infrastructure

3.2

KOOL Semantics

The semantics of KOOL is defined using Maude [2, 3], a high-performance language and engine for rewriting logic. The current program is represented as a
“soup” (multiset) of nested terms representing the current computation, memory, locks held, etc. A visual representation of this term, the state infrastructure,
is shown in Figure 3. Here, each box represents a piece of information stored in
the program state, with the text in each box indicating the information’s sort,
such as Name or LockSet. Edges between boxes represent the names used to
reference the information, such as cclass (the current class context) or busy (a
set of all locks held by any thread in the program), and are defined as operations
from the boxed to the containing sort (i.e., cclass is an operation from Name
to Thread, so it can be treated as thread information). Information stored in
the state can be nested: State contains at least one Thread, accessed with t,
which contains Control information, accessed with control. The most important piece of information is the Continuation, located in Control and named
k, which is a first-order representation of the current computation, made up of
a list of instructions separated by ->. The continuation can be seen as a stack,
with the current instruction at the left and the remainder (continuation) of the
computation to the right. This continuation-based methodology is described in
more detail in papers about the rewriting logic semantics project [14, 15].
Figure 4 shows examples
eq stmt(if E then S else S’ fi) = exp(E) -> if(S,S’) .
of Maude equations and rules
eq val(primBool(true)) -> if(S,S’) = stmt(S) .
included in the KOOL semaneq val(primBool(false)) -> if(S,S’) = stmt(S’) .
tics. The first three equations
crl t(control(k(llookup(L) -> K) CS) TS) mem(Mem) =>
(shown with eq) process a
t(control(k(val(V) -> K) CS) TS) mem(Mem)
if V := Mem[L] /\ V =/= undefined .
conditional. The first indicates the value of the guard
expression E must be comFig. 4. Sample KOOL Rules
puted before a branch state-
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ment (S or S’) is evaluated; to do this, E is put before the branches on the
continuation, with the branches saved for later use by putting them into an if
continuation item. The second and third execute the appropriate branch based
on whether the guard evaluated to true or false. The fourth, a conditional
rule (represented with crl), represents the lookup of a memory location. The
rule states that, if the next computation step in this thread is to look up the
value at location L, and if that value is V (:= binds V to the result of reducing
Mem[L], the memory lookup operation), and if V is not undefined (i.e. L and V
are actually in Mem), the result of the computation is the value V. This must
be a rule, since memory reads and writes among different threads could lead to
non-equivalent behaviors. CS and TS match the unreferenced parts of the control
and thread state, respectively, while K represents the rest of the computation in
this thread. Note that, since the fourth rule represents a side-effect, it can only
be applied when it is the next computation step in the thread (it is at the head
of the continuation), while the first three, which don’t involve side-effects, can
be applied at any time.
3.3

KOOL Implementation

There is an implementation of KOOL available at our website [11], as well as a
web-based interface to run and analyze KOOL programs such as those presented
here. The website also contains current information about the language, which
is constantly evolving. A companion technical report [9] explains the syntax and
semantics of KOOL in more detail.
KOOL
Program

runkool.sh

KOOL
Prelude

Merged
KOOL
Source

SDF

KOOL
Syntax
Definition

SDF ATerm of
KOOL
Program

KOOL ATerm
Processor

Execution
Output

Maude-Syntax
KOOL
Program

Search
Result(s)

Maude

Model
Checking
Result

Fig. 5. KOOL Program Evaluation/Analysis

KOOL programs are generally run using the runkool script, since running a
KOOL program involves several steps and tools, and since programs can be run
in different modes (execution, search, and model checking, each with various options). First, the KOOL prelude, a shared set of classes for use in user programs,
is added to the input program. This program is then parsed using the SDF
parser [19], which takes the program text and a syntax definition file as input.
The parser produces a file in ATerm format, an SDF format used to represent
the abstract syntax tree. A pretty printer then converts this into Maude, using
prefix versions of the operators to prevent parsing difficulties. Finally, Maude
is invoked by runkool with the language semantics and the Maude-format program, generating the result based on the execution mode. A graphical view of
this process is presented in Figure 5.
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4

Extending KOOL

Because of its use in our language research and in teaching, the KOOL system
has been designed to be extensible. To illustrate the extension process at a high
level, an example extension, synchronized methods, is presented here. Further
details, including a full implementation, are available at the KOOL website [11].
The KOOL language has a fairly simple model of concurrency based on
threads, which each contain their own continuation and execution context (shown
in Figure 3). Each program starts with one thread. The spawn statement can
then be used to create more threads, which execute independently of one another. All mutual exclusion is handled with object-level locks, acquired using
acquire and released with release. Objects can only be locked by one thread
at a time, although that thread may lock the same object more than once. If this
happens, the thread needs to release an equivalent number of locks on the object
before it can be acquire’d by another thread. synchronized methods, similar
to those in Java, would provide a higher-level abstraction over these locking
primitives. In Java, methods tagged with the synchronized keyword implicitly
lock the object that is the target of the method call, allowing only one thread
to be active in all synchronized methods on a given object at a time. We will
assume the same semantics for KOOL.
The syntax changes to add synchronized methods are minor: the keyword
needs to be added to the method syntax, which then also needs to be reflected
in the Maude-level syntax for KOOL. In SDF, two context-free definitions for
Method nonterminals need to be added, one for synchronized methods with parameters, the other for those without. Similar changes need to occur in Maude,
where one additional syntax operation needs to be added. Finally, the pretty
printer that translates from SDF ATerms into Maude needs to be modified to
handle the two new SDF definitions; this change is fairly mechanical, and methods to eliminate the need for this are being investigated.
The changes to the semantics are obviously more involved. In KOOL, as in
Java, synchronized methods should work as follows:
– a call to a synchronized method should implicitly acquire a lock on the
message target before the method body is executed;
– a return from a synchronized method should release this lock;
– additional calls to synchronized methods on the same target should be allowed in the same thread;
– exceptional returns from methods should release any locks implicitly acquired when the method was called.
A quick survey of these requirements shows that adding synchronized methods
will change more than the message send semantics – the semantics for exceptions
will need to change as well, to account for the last requirement.
To handle the first requirement, a new lock can be acquired on the self object
at the start of any synchronized method simply by adding a lock acquisition
to the start of the method body, which can be done when the method definition
is processed. Lock release cannot be handled similarly, though, since there may
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be multiple exits from a method, including return statements and exceptional
returns. This means that locks acquired on method entry will need to be tracked
so they can be properly released on exit. This can be accomplished by recording
the lock information in the method and exception stacks (mstack and estack
in Figure 3) when the lock is acquired, since these stacks are accessed in the
method return and exception handling semantics. With this in place, the second
and fourth requirements can be handled by using this recorded information to
release the locks on method return or when an exception is thrown. Finally, the
third point is naturally satisfied by the existing concurrency semantics, which
allow multiple locks on the same object (here, self) by the same thread. Overall,
adding synchronized methods to the KOOL semantics requires:
–
–
–
–

2
4
4
6

modified operators (to add locks to the two stack definitions),
modified equations (two for method return, two for exception handling),
new operators (to record locks in the stacks, to release all recorded locks),
new equations (to record locks in the stacks, to release all recorded locks).

With these changes, KOOL includes 243 operators, 334 equations, and 15 rules.

5

Analyzing KOOL Programs

KOOL program analysis is based around the underlying functionality provided
by Maude and rewriting logic, including the ability to perform model checking
based on LTL formulae and program states and the ability to perform a breadthfirst search of the program state space. These capabilities have been extended
with additions to the KOOL language, including assertion checking capabilities
that interact with the model checker and program labels that can be used in
LTL formulae to check progress (or the lack thereof) between program points.
5.1

Breadth-First Search

The thread game is a concurrency problem
defined as follows: take a single variable, say
x, initialized to 1. In two threads, repeat
the assignment x <- x + x forever. In another thread, output the value of x. What
values is it possible to output? As has been
proved [16], it is possible to output any natural number ≥ 1. A KOOL version of the
thread game is shown in Figure 6.
To check if a specific value can be output, one could run the program repeatedly,
or try model checking. However, with the
program’s infinite state space and nondeterministic behavior, this may never yield
the desired result. Maude’s search capability can be used, though, either to enumerate

class ThreadGame is
var x;
method ThreadGame is
x <- 1;
end
method Add is
while true do x <- x + x; od
end
method Run is
spawn(self.Add); spawn(self.Add);
console << x;
end
end
(new ThreadGame).Run

Fig. 6. Thread Game
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possible values (obviously not all possible values here) or to search for a specific
value. For instance, searching for 10 yields a result, indicating that 10 is one of
the possible output values.
Search can also be useful when adding
class WriteNum is
new language features. For instance, an exvar num;
ample of synchronized methods in KOOL
method WriteNum(n) is
is shown in Figure 7. Here, class WriteNum
num <- n;
contains two synchronized methods. When
end
the write method is called, the starting
synchronized method set(n) is
value of the number stored in member varinum <- n;
end
able num is written to the console, some
simple arithmetic operations are performed
synchronized method write is
console << "Start:" << num;
on it, and then the final value is writself.set(num + 10);
ten. The set method assigns a new value
self.set(num - 8);
console << "End:" << num;
to num. Since both methods are marked
end
synchronized, it should be the case that,
end
for any given object, once one thread is exclass Driver is
ecuting either method, another thread that
method run is
var w1;
tries to execute either will wait. To test
w1 <- new WriteNum(10);
this, the Driver class creates a new obspawn (w1.write);
w1.set(20);
ject of class WriteNum, spawns one call to
spawn (w1.write);
write, creating a new thread, modifies the
end
end
value stored in the object using set, and
then creates a second thread, also calling
(new Driver).run
write. Using search to determine possible program outputs reveals that there are Fig. 7. Synchronized Methods
only two possible solutions, with the call
to set either occurring before the first spawned thread runs (with output
"Start:","20","End:","22","Start:","22","End:","24"), or after it completes (printing "Start:","10","End:","12","Start:","20","End:","22").
By contrast, with the synchronized keywords removed, there are 470 solutions,
corresponding to all possible orderings of output based on various interleavings
of the main thread with the two spawned threads.
5.2

Model Checking

Programs in KOOL can take advantage of
Maude’s model-checking capabilities. The
Maude model checker uses LTL formulae,
which are written against the state infrastructure. Since the state can be very complex, KOOL allows labels, which can be referenced in LTL formulae, to be included in
the program source. For example, Figure 8
contains a KOOL fragment of the Dining
Philosophers problem. Each Philosopher

class Fork is end
class Philosopher is
method Run(id,left,right) is
while (true) do
hungry:
acquire left; acquire right;
eating:
release left; release right;
od
end
end

Fig. 8. Philosophers and Forks
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will try to lock left and right Forks before eating, releasing them when finished.
We can check for deadlock freedom by verifying that reaching label hungry:
implies always eventually reaching label eating: (always eventually acquiring
both locks). Results for model checking a deadlocking and a fixed version of
the problem with 5, 6, and 8 philosophers are shown in Figure 9. More details
about model checking and search in KOOL, including further discussion of labels, additional examples of search, additional performance measurements, and
an investigation of the impact of language design on analysis performance can
be found in a related paper [10].
Philosophers # of States Find Counterexample/s Prove Deadlock Freedom/s
5
634
1.989
23.014
6
2943
8.444
130.174
8
63505
278.276
4975.583
3.40 GHz P4, 2 GB RAM, OpenSuSE 10.2, kernel 2.6.16.27-0.6-smp, Maude 2.2.

Fig. 9. Dining Philosophers Verification Time

6

Conclusions and Related Work

In this paper we have presented the KOOL language as a concrete application
of rewriting logic to language design and program analysis, illustrating the process of language extension and highlighting the provided analysis capabilities.
KOOL has been used as a basis for both teaching [17] and research in language
semantics, design, analysis, and verification. The evolving nature of KOOL seems
to make it especially appealing for classroom use, where student projects have
included adding reflection and additional concurrency features.
There is a large volume of work related to defining programming languages
using executable techniques. Probably the most related is the JavaFAN project,
which defined formal analysis tools for both the Java language [4] and JVM bytecode [5]. In contrast to our work, which has focused on the design of languages
and feature prototyping, JavaFAN has focused on formal methods applications,
with the goal of being a competitive Java formal analysis tool. The published
work on Java [4], for instance, is a 4 page tools paper that provides a short
summary of the rewriting logic definition of Java, focusing instead on a description of the tool, leaving the language definition unpublished. The languages are
also quite different, leading to different challenges in implementation (such as
KOOL’s use of Smalltalk-like primitives, here fragments of Maude, to implement
low-level operations).
Functional languages defined in Maude include CML [1] and Eden [8]. Work
on the latter, a parallel variant of Haskell, has also looked to Maude as a language
experimentation environment, using the module system to vary the degree of
parallelism and the scheduling algorithm. Still in the realm of term rewriting,
the ASF+SDF project [19] has focused on language prototyping and definition.
More related work can be found in papers on the rewriting logic semantics of
programming languages [14, 15] and the K language definition technique [18].
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